Introduction
A common form of text processing in many information retrieval systems is based on the analysis of word occurrences across a document collection. The number of words/terms used by the system defines the dimension of a vector space in which the analysis is carried out. Reduction of the dimension may lead to significant savings of computer resources and processing time. However poor feature selection may dramatically degrade the information retrieval system's performance.
Dhillon and Modha [DM01] have recently used the spherical -means algorithm for clustering text data. In one of the experiments of [DM01] the algorithm was applied to a data set containing 3893 documents. The data set contains the following three document collections (available from ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart): (here the entry is the number of documents that belong to cluster and document collection ). The confusion matrix shows that only 69 documents (i.e., less that 2% of the entire collection) have been "misclassified" by the algorithm. After removing stopwords Dhillon and Modha [DM01] reported 24,574 unique words, and after eliminating low-frequency and high-frequency words they selected 4,099 words to construct the vector space model.
The main goal of this contribution is to provide algorithms for (a) selection of a small set of terms and (b) clustering of document vectors. In particular, for data similar to described above, we are able to generate better or similar quality confusion matrices while reducing the dimension of the vector space model by more than 70%.
The outline of the chapter is the following. A brief review of existing algorithms we employ for clustering documents is provided in Section 4.2. The data is described in Section 4.3. The term selection techniques along with the clustering results are presented in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, while Section 4.6 contains a new clustering algorithm along with the corresponding clustering results. Future research directions are briefly outlined in Section 4.7.
Clustering Algorithms
In this section, we review two known clustering algorithms we apply to partition documents into clusters. The means algorithm, introduced in [Kog01b] , is a combination of the batch means and the incremental means algorithms (see [DHS01b] ). The Principal Direction Divisive Partitioning method was introduced recently by D. Boley [Bol98] . Next we present the classical batch means algorithm and discuss some of its deficiencies. The algorithm suffers from the two major drawbacks:
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means clustering algorithm (Forgy [For65] ).
For a user supplied tolerance ØÓÐ ¼ do the following:
1. Start with an arbitrary partitioning 1. The quality of the final partition depends on a good choice of the initial partition.
2. The algorithm may get trapped at a local minimum even for a very simple one dimensional set .
We address the first point in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.6. The second point is illustrated by the following example. 
A different version of the means algorithm, incremental means clustering, is discussed next. This version remedies the problem illustrated in Example 4.2.1.
The decision of whether a vector Ü ¾ should be moved from cluster to cluster is made by the batch -means algorithm based on the sign of
If ¡ is negative, then the vector Ü is moved by the batch -means algorithm. The exact change in the value of the objective function (i.e., the difference between the "new" and the "old" values of the objective function) caused by the move is
where Ò , Ò are the number of vectors in clusters and respectively (see e.g. [Kog01a] ). The more negative ¡ Ü Ø is the larger the drop in the value of the objective function. The difference between the expressions 
Incremental means clustering algorithm (also see [DHS01b], Section 10.8).
For a user supplied tolerance ØÓÐ ¼ do the following: While computationally more accurate, incremental means is slower than batch means. Each iteration of incremental means changes cluster affiliation of a single vector only. The examples suggest the following "merger" of the two algorithms: Unlike the means algorithm of [Kog01b] the algorithm described above keeps the number of clusters fixed throughout the iterations. Otherwise the above algorithm enjoys advantages of the means algorithm:
1. The means algorithm always outperforms batch means in cluster quality (see [Kog01b] ).
All numerical computations associated with
Step 3 of the means algorithm have been already performed at Step 2 (see (4.3) and (4.4)). The improvement over batch means comes, therefore, at virtually no additional computational expense.
For simplicity we shall henceforth refer to Algorithm 4.2.1 as the means algorithm.
The means algorithm is known to be sensitive to the choice of an initial partition. A clustering algorithm that may be used for generating good initial partitions is presented next.
Principal Direction Divisive Partitioning
A memory efficient and fast clustering algorithm was introduced recently by D. Boley [Bol98] . The method is not based on any distance or similarity measure, and takes advantage of sparsity of the "word by document" matrix.
The algorithm proceeds by dividing the entire collection into two clusters by using principal directions. Each of these two clusters will be divided into two sub-Simplified version of the means clustering algorithm (see [Kog01b] ). clusters using the same process recursively. The subdivision of a cluster is stopped when the cluster satisfies a certain "quality" criterion (for example, the cluster's variance does not exceed a predefined threshold).
Clustering of a set of vectors in Ê Ò is, in general, a difficult task. There is, however, an exception. When Ò ½ , and all the vectors belong to a one dimensional line, clustering becomes relatively easy. In many cases a good partition of a one-dimensional set into two subsets ½ and ¾ amounts to a selection of a number, say , so that 3. Partition into two subsets ½ and ¾ as described by (4.6). D. Boley has suggested the line that maximizes variance of the projections as the best one dimensional approximation of an Ò dimensional set. The direction of the line is defined by the eigenvector of the covariance matrix corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. Since is symmetric and positive semidefinite all the eigenvalues , ½ ¾ Ò of the matrix are real and non-negative, i.e., ½ ¾ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò ¼ Furthermore, while the "scatter" value of the document set is ½ · ¾ · ¡ ¡ ¡ · Ò , the scatter value of the one dimensional projection is only ½ (see [Bol98] ). The quantity
Generate the induced partition
may, therefore, be considered as the fraction of information preserved under the projection (in contrast with the "lost" information
). Inspite of the fact that the numerator of (4.8) contains only one eigenvalue of a large matrix the algorithm generates remarkable results (see e.g. [Bol98] , [BGG · 
For instance, examples provided in [Kog01b] show that an application of the means clustering algorithm to a partition generated by PDDP leads to only about ± improvement in the objective function value.
In the next section, we describe the data set and corresponding feature selection problem considered in this study.
Data and term quality
Our data set is a merger of the three document collections (available from http://www.cs.utk.edu/ lsi/):
DC0 (Medlars Collection 1033 medical abstracts) DC1 (CISI Collection 1460 information science abstracts) DC2 (Cranfield Collection (1398 aerodynamics abstracts)
The Cranfield collection tackled by Dhillon and Modha contained two empty documents. These two documents have been removed from DC2. The other document collections are identical.
We denote the overall collection of 3891 documents by DC. After stopword removal (see ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/english.stop), and stemming (see [Por80] ) the data set contains 15,864 unique terms (no stemming was applied to the 24,574 unique words reported in [DM01] ).
Our first goal is to select "good" index terms. We argue that for recovering the three document collections the term "blood" is much more useful than the term "case". Indeed, while the term "case" occurs in 253 Medlars documents, 72 CISI documents, and 365 Cranfield documents, the term "blood" occurs in 142 Medlars documents, 0 CISI documents, and 0 Cranfield documents. With each term Ø we associate a three dimensional "direction" vector ´Øµ ´ ¼´Ø µ ½´Ø µ ¾´Ø µµ, so that ´Øµ is the number of documents in a collection DCi containing the term Ø. So, for example, ´"case"µ ´¾ ¿ ¾ ¿ µ, and ´"blood"µ ´½ ¾ ¼ ¼µ. In addition to "blood", terms like "layer" ( ´"layer"µ ´ ¼ ¿ µµ, or "retriev" ( ´"retriev"µ 1 ¾ ¾ ¼µ) seem to be much more useful than the terms "case", "studi" and "found" with ´"studi"µ ´¿ ¿ ½ ¾¿ µ, and ´"found"µ ´¾½½ ¿ ¿¾¾µ, respectively.
When only the "combined" collection DC of 3891 documents is available the above described construction of direction vectors is not possible. In Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we present algorithms that attempt to select "useful" terms when the direction vector ´Øµ is not available.
For each selection algorithm described in this chapter we introduce a quality functional Õ, so that the quality of a term Ø is given by Õ´Øµ. Higher values of Õ´Øµ correspond to "better" terms Ø. To exploit statistics of term occurrence throughout the corpus we remove terms that occur in less than Ö sentences across the collection, and denote the remaining terms by slice(Ö) (Ö should be collection dependent, the experiments in this chapter are performed with Ö ¾ ¼ ). The first Ð best quality terms that belong to slice(Ö) define the dimension of the vector space model.
In the next two sections, we present two different term selection techniques along with corresponding document clustering results.
Term variance quality
We denote the frequency of a term Ø in the document by . Following the ideas of Salton and McGill [SM83] we measure the quality of the term Ø by
where Ò ¼ is the total number of documents in the collection (note that Õ ¼´Ø µ is proportional to the term frequency variance). Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present 15 "best", and 15 "worst" terms for slice(20) in our collection of 3891 documents.
To evaluate the impact of feature selection by Õ ¼ on clustering we conduct the following experiment. The best quality 600 terms are selected, and unit norm 1. the PDDP algorithm is applied to generate 3 clusters (the obtained clusters are used as an initial partition in the next step), 2. the means algorithm is applied to the partition obtained in the previous step.
Note that there is no a priori connection between document collection and cluster . Hence, one can not expect the confusion matrix to have diagonal structure unless rows (or columns) of the matrix are suitably permuted. A good clustering procedure should be able to produce a confusion matrix with a single "dominant" entry in each row. The confusion matrices for the three clusters provided in Tables  4.3 When the number of terms is relatively small some documents may contain no selected terms, and their corresponding vectors are zeros. We always remove these vectors ahead of clustering and assign the "empty" documents into a special cluster. This cluster concludes the confusion matrix (and is empty in this experiment). While the quality of the confusion matrix presented above is similar to that reported in [DM01] (see Section 9.1), the dimension of our vector space model, 600, is about only 15% of the vector space dimension reported in [DM01] .
DC0 DC1 DC2
The abstracts comprising the document collection DC are relatively short documents (from a half page to a page and a half long). It is not unusual to find terms that occur in many documents only once. Such terms score high by (4.9). At the same time these terms may lack any specificity. Indeed, the term "studi" with ´ ×ØÙ µ ´¿ ¿ ½ ¾¿ µ is ranked ¾ Ø by Õ ¼ , and the term "present" with ´ ÔÖ × ÒØ µ ´¾¿ ¿½ ¼ µ is ranked ¿ Ø . In order to penalize such terms, we modify (4.9) and introduce the quality of term Õ ½´Ø µ as the variance of Ø over documents that contain the term at least once. That is We select the best 600 terms and apply first the PDDP algorithm, and then the means algorithm to the corresponding 3891 vectors. The resulting confusion matrices are given in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. An increase in the number of selected terms does lead to a modest improvement in the quality of confusion matrices. In what follows, we summarize the improvement for term selections based on Õ ¼ and Õ ½ . Table 4 .9 presents results for terms selected by Õ ¼ . The first row of Table 4 .9 lists clustering algorithms, and the first column shows the number of selected terms. The other columns indicate the number of misclassified documents. The displayed results indicate that the algorithm "collapses" when the number of selected terms drops below 600. In the next section, we introduce a measure of distance between terms. The distance is based on term co-occurrence in sentences across the document collection.
The quality of a term Ø presented next is based on distribution of terms "similar" to Ø and co-occurring with Ø in sentences across the document collection.
Same context terms
The second approach to the term selection problem is based on co-occurrence of "similar" terms in "the same context". Our departure point is the definition (attributed to Leibniz): two expressions are synonymous if the substitution of one for the other never changes the truth value of a sentence in which the substitution is made.
We follow ideas of Grefenstette [G.94]: "you can begin to know the meaning of a word (or term) by the company it keeps" and "words or terms that occur in 'the same context' are 'equivalent'", and Schütze and Pedersen [SP95] : "the assumption is that words with similar meanings will occur with similar neighbors if enough text material is available." Profiles introduced below formalize these notions.
Term profiles
Our construction is the following:
1. Let Ì Ø ½ Ø Ñ be an alphabetically sorted list of unique terms that occur in the document collection DC.
2. For each term Ø in Ì denote the set of sentences in DC containing Ø by ×´Øµ. Words/terms with "similar meanings" (as per a given document collection) generate similar unit profile vectors (for details see [Kog02] ). We next provide a formula for term quality based on term profile.
Term profile quality
The term profile quality Õ Ô´Ø µ introduced in this section is based on the distribution of terms similar to Ø in the profile È´Øµ.
For each Ø ¼ ¾ ÈØµ compute the dot product ¼ È´Øµ Ì È´Ø ¼ µ. We now sort the profile È´Øµ with respect to the dot products
We denote the frequency of the term Ø in the profile È´Øµ by and define the term profile quality Õ Ô´Ø¼ µ by a somewhat contrived formula (justification is given below): 
The confusion matrix for this partition of 3,891 documents with 105 misclassified documents is given in Table 4 .13. A 30% increase in the number of index DC0 terms leads to the decrease in the number of misclassified documents to 94, and eliminates empty documents.
The clustering algorithms discussed so far deal with general vector sets in Ê Ò . In the next section we present a clustering algorithm specifically designed to handle unit norm document vectors.
Spherical Principal Directions Divisive Partitioning
In this section we mimic the simple and elegant idea due to Boley and approximate a set of unit vectors Ê Ò by a one dimensional great circle of Ë Ò ½ . A great circle is represented by an intersection of Ë Ò ½ and a two dimensional subspace È of Ê Ò . The proposed algorithm is the following: If, following ideas of [Bol98] , Spherical Principal Directions Divisive Partitioning (sPDDP) clustering algorithm.
1. Given a set of unit vectors in Ê Ò determine the two dimensional plane È that approximates in the "best possible way".
Project
onto È. Denote the projection of the set by , and the projection of a vector Ü by Ý (note that Ý is two dimensional). the best two dimensional approximation of the document set is the plane È that maximizes variance of the projections, then È is defined by two eigenvectors of the covariance matrix corresponding to the largest eigenvalues ½ and ¾ . The "preserved" information under this projection is
Note that the quantity given by (4.13) may be almost twice as much as the preserved information under the projection on the one dimensional line given by (4.8). As we show later in this section this may lead to a significant improvement over results provided by PDDP.
Two cluster partition of vectors on the unit circle
We now describe in detail Step 4 of Algorithm 4.6. Specifically we are concerned with the following problem: Given a set of unit vectors Since each unit vector Þ ¾ Ê ¾ can be uniquely represented by with ¼ ¾ the associated clustering problem is essentially one dimensional. We denote Þ by , and assume (without any loss of generality), that
As in the case of clustering points on a line, it is tempting to assume that for some a line passing through the origin and midway between Þ and Þ ·½ recovers the optimal partition. We show by the following example that this is not necessarily the case. To analyze the failure of Example 4.6.1, and to propose a remedy we introduce the formal definition of the "left" and "right" half-planes generated by a vector Ü, and describe a procedure that computes the optimal "separator" Ü Ó . Note that:
(a) The indices and · Ñ generate identical partitions. We, therefore, have to consider at most Ñ distinct partitions generated by
(b) The optimal partition that maximizes (4.14) is among the generated ones. 
With each partition
Clustering with sPDDP
In what follows, we display clustering results for the document collection DC described in Section 4.3. To compare the results with those presented in Section 4.4, we select the 600 best Õ ¼ quality terms (see Equation (4.9)) to build document vectors. The confusion matrix for the three cluster partition generated by sPDDP is given in Table 4 .15 below. We remark that the confusion matrix is a significant improvement over the result presented in Table 4 .3. A subsequent application of the means algorithm to the partition generated by sPDDP leads to a minor improvement of the result both in terms of confusion matrices, as well as in terms of the objective function É ¾ (see Table 4 .16). Table 4 .17. Number of misclassified documents for term selection based on Õ¼ PDDP and the means algorithms "collapses" when the number of selected terms drops below 600 (see Table 4 .9), the combination of the sPDDP and the means algorithms performs reasonably well even when the number of selected terms is only 300.
Clustering results for different choices of index terms based on the Õ ½ criterion are similar to those presented above. The results are summarized in Table 4.18. documents misclassified by  # of terms pddp  means  300  224  101  400  91  86  500  74  71  600  71  68   Table 4 .18. Number of misclassified documents for term selection based on Õ½
Future Research
This chapter presents preliminary results concerning two information retrieval related problems:
1. feature selection, and 2. document clustering.
We plan to further investigate profile based term selection techniques as well as techniques based on term distribution across documents [GK02] , and to run term selection experiments on larger document collections.
Clustering experiments with seven different objective functions reported by Zhao and Karypis [ZK02] indicate that the objective function based on cosine similarity (and used in [DM01] ) "leads to the best solutions irrespective of the number of clusters for most of the data sets." We intend to combine the Spherical Principal Direction Divisive Partitioning algorithm with the modification of the spherical -means algorithm recently reported by [DGK02] .
The Spherical Principal Directions Divisive Partitioning algorithm introduced in the chapter utilizes the unit norm constraint imposed on document vectors. In many data mining applications, vectors representing data are normalized. For example:
1. In bioinformatics applications, fingerprint data is transformed to have mean zero and variance one, a fixed Ð ¾ norm, or a fixed Ð ½ norm [SS02] .
2. In contemporary means type frameworks for word clustering, a word is represented by a discrete probability distribution, i.e., by a vector of Ð ½ unit norm [DMK02] , [BB02] , [ST01] .
3. The Ò gram technique leads to a vector space model where document vectors have Ð ½ unit norm [Dam95] . The technique is proved to be useful in information retrieval applications [PN96] , as well as in bioinformatics [GKSR · 02].
We plan to derive and investigate clustering algorithms utilizing special constraints (among them Ð Ô constraints mentioned above) imposed upon vector data sets.
While this chapter deals with a vector space model based on word occurrence across documents, additional research directions include clustering of vectors whose components are the frequencies of their distinct constituent Ò grams [Dam95] . The Ò gram representation of a document is sparse, simple, and language independent. The sparsity of the vectors lends itself to processing with numerical linear algebra tools, although the matrices themselves may be much larger. We believe that best clustering results may be achieved by combining a number of different techniques.
